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Submission to Proposed Changes to the Compulsory Third Party (CTP) Scheme by the
ACT Government- I WANT MY VOICE HEARD!

As the wife of an innocent victim involved in a motor accident in 2015, I would like to impress upon the
importance of retaining the current CTP Scheme.
Without the rights of innocent accident victims being preserved as they should be, injured victims, through
no fault of their own would be left without the necessary medical, psychological and physical support
required to enable them to recover from their injuries in order to return to a normal life.
Some victims never recover from injuries sustained, and the impact on them and their families can be
devastating. They experience loss of income, as my husband and I have, unable to return to work, as is the
case for both my husband and I.
This can have an enormous impact on the victims and their families whereby the stress levels can become
so high, that it can severely impede the victims recovery.
This is the reason why I want my voice heard.
My husband's vehicle was T-boned i�n a roundabout, on a wet road by a speeding
motorist who had bald tyres. As a result, my husband's vehicle rolled on impact, was spun around on its
roof, hit again, spun around again on its roof and slid 50 metres down the road still on its roof from the
first point of impact.
My husband was knocked unconscious, trapped in his upturned vehicle, strung up by his seatbelt with his
head jammed hard against the crushed roof until he was cut loose and dragged from his vehicle. He
suffered permanent injuries to his head, neck and abdomen. No surgery can fix any of his injuries. He also
has and still suffers from stress, anxiety and high levels of depression due to his horrific accident. His
anxiety levels escalate when he travels in a motor vehicle and when the roads are wet. On top of this, he
was unable to return back to his work due to the extent of his injuries that he sustained. He has suffered
loss of earnings, pain and suffering, sleep deprivation and massive medical, physio and counselling
expenses which will be ongoing.
Our life has changed dramatically for the worst, as I have had to give up my job in order to look after him.
This has placed us in financial hardship. It is now Sept 2017, and my husband has not received any
compensation. Due to hardship cases, it should never take years for victims of accidents to get
compensation.
For those who are at fault by causing such accidents, what do they get in comparison? A couple of fines
and a loss of demerit points! Life changing versus a slap on the wrist! This is why innocent road accident
victims rights should NOW and ALWAYS be protected and preserved.
To date my husband continues to suffer constant headaches, pain and neck grinding, short term memory
loss, constant tiredness, constant confusion on a regular basis. His injuries has also caused sleep
deprivation and physical restrictions due to his permanent abdominal injuries. He needs assistance on a
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The Government really needs to think again and think very carefully.
Yours sincerely
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Sebastian Marquez [Sebastian.lv1arquez@canberralegal.com.au]
Wednesday, 6 September 2017 4:32 PM
YourSayonCTP
Concerns about moving towards a system resembling the NSW system

Dear Members of the Jury,
I am a personal injury lawyer that has dealt with personal injury claims daily (including motor vehicle accidents) for
almost two years. In this time I have worked with claims in the ACT, NSW and QLD. I like to think that this gives me
some insights that most people won't have, which I would like to put forward (briefly).
The language examined by me to date, does not make it clear what changes will be explored in this consultation, but
if there is any risk of us going down the road of NSW or QLD then I have several concerns to voice (discussed below),
that can be summarized as:
1. It would be unfair for everyone if general damages are made less accessible by imposing caps such as those
in NSW and QLD;
2. The real cost of motor vehicle claims does not appear to be presented in a clear and neutral fashion to you,
and it may not be .
The benefits of the ACT system for general damages
The motor vehicle accident laws in the ACT are some of the most compassionate laws for victims in Australia. We
are fortunate to have a progressive system that accepts that anyone of us can be a victim and that it is desirable to
have a fair and equal standard of compensation for all victims.
Perhaps the best way to illustrate the value of our system is through an example. Picture yourself safely driving on
Northbourne. You stop at a red light, as you should, when the driver behind you, who happens to be texting, rear
ends you at 60km/h. A not so farfetched proposal. You come out with whiplash and a permanent neck injury.
Fortunately, it's not too severe, but you will have ongoing pain for the rest of your life. You will receive the costs of
treatment and any lost income (if you are employed; god forbid you are a student or unemployed).
Fortunately you are in the ACT, this means you will also be compensated for your pain and suffering through
'general damages'. If you were in NSW or QLD, an injury like this could potentially not be considered awful enough
to entitle you to compensation. In the ACT we accept that every injury is an awful thing and believe the person
responsible should compensate for the pain and suffering. This isn't a fixed sum, it depends on how bad you've had
it, but it is always there.
Introducing any sort of cap to general damages would go against a fair system of compensation.
CTP premiums and legal costs
Public documentation makes it clear that CTP premium prices are at the center of this debate; and they should
certainly be a factor. But I would like you to consider what is causing the real rise in CTP premiums, and whether
axing benefits to victims is really the way our government should deal with what are clearly problems on our roads.
I would also like to note that if you consider page 8 of the public document titled 'Understanding Compulsory Third
Party Insurance in the ACT' you will see a graph with a section titled 'legal costs'. This seems to suggest that legal
costs are increasing at an alarming rate. You may be interested to know that legal costs that lawyers for claimants
can charge are restricted to up to $10,000 if a person recovers less than $50,000 in general damages. You might also
note that 'legal costs' in the graph is defined to include the costs the insurer pays to itself in 'legal costs'. This means
that the more insurers fight claims, the higher the legal costs will go.
There is one final point I would like to illustrate. Looking at the graphs provided that indicate increasing costs over
the last 5 years, it appears that we are suffering from more (and/or bigger) accidents on our roads. It is worth
pointing out that bigger accidents cost more because insurers fight them hardest. I would suggest the fault for
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The Government believes our CTP scheme could be improved to better protect Canberrans. The government
will use a citizens' jury to consider this issue with the community and other key stakeholders to improve the
scheme so it reflects the priorities of Canberrans.
A jury of 50 Canberrans will come together to understand the scheme and the trade-offs involved. The jury will
be asked to develop the priorities for a scheme which reflect the views of Canberrans.

They will consider the question:

"What should the objectives of an improved CTP scheme
be to best balance the interests of all road users?"
To assist them in their deliberations, all interested people and organisations are invited to provide feedback for
the Jury to consider. It is vital that your feedback is clear, to the point and easy to understand. Most importantly
your feedback should help the Jury to answer the question that they have been asked.
It is suggested that your feedback be no longer than 3 pages. Clearly outline your view and provide
examples to support your feedback. Please send your feedback prior to 29 September 2017 via email to
YourSayonCTP@act.gov.au, or mail to:
Citizens' Jury on CTP - Insurance Branch
CMTEDD
GPO Box 158
Canberra ACT 2601
Details about you (this information will not be published):
.---�--�- - - - - - - --------,
Shaynee Dennis
Name
1.
1---- - - - - - - - - - ----------j
Click here to enter text.
Organisation (if applicable)
2.

3.

Contact details (include an email and telephone contact in case the Jury wishes to call on
you for further evidence)

You can include your name or your organisation's name on the next page if you want that information to be
published.

Compulsory Third Party Insurance Citizens' Jury Feedback

My life has been filled with the stress of wondering when another driver will hit me/my car and
Injure me or anyone else who may be a passenger at the time and will I/we survive.
Luckily I had car insurance and so my totalled car has been replaced however, this also caused a
great deal of stress along with a financial cost to my family.
My life has also been filled with medical, allied health and mental health appointments. The stress of
me being able to have these is also apparent. They have not always been readily approved by CTP
Insurers although I did not require any of them prior to the accidents, they are because of these
accidents. I have had to pay for some out of these necessary care and investigations out my own
pocket as well as much needed pain medications. My credit card is suffering and my household
budget as well, financial predicaments adds stress to my husband and my family.
Because of the motor vehicle accidents over 2016 and 2017, I have been a burden and a worry to my
family. Of course they support me, however they shouldn't have all of these concerns, and they
wouldn't if I wasn't the innocent victim.
The same goes for my passengers whose families have had to be concerned and provide support due
to the accidents and they wouldn't if they hadn't also been innocent victims.
Domestic care and assistance have been required by ali of us both internally through our families or
externally by cleaners, personal care and domestic care _w_e>rkers etc. None of this is cheap and
· · - · · sometimes we have hcid to forgo them as we simply cannot affor� them.
Hom·e·modifications have been required, thus far at a cost to us, additionally adding to our financial
stresses.
If there was less or no compensation then I am not sure how we or others would cope.
It's not fair that we or future Canberrans will receive less or no compensation for expenses and
losses if there are further changes to CTP.
I hope you do listen to my concerns and protect the rights of innocent victims such as myself and
others who would rather be leading a happy normal life and would certainly not want to be a victim
of another drivers' negligence.
Submitted for your consideration and assistance.
Yours sincerely

�,----�

Stephanie Turkich

Email:

1.
2.
3.

Name
Stephen Esdaile
Organisation (if applicable) None (although I am a member of Motorcycle Riders
Association of the ACT and several social motorcycle rider networks)
Contact details (include an email and telephone contact in case the Jury wishes to call
on you for further evidence)

Submission Name: CTP: A Rider's Perspective
What do you think the objectives of an improved Compulsory Third Party Insurance Scheme
should be? Why?
In answering this question, you might like to reflect on what level of coverage and benefits are
desirable, balanced against the costs of the scheme. This might involve considering a range of issues
and trade-offs on issues such as:
• who is covered;
• timeliness of access to benefits;
• how to best support injured people return to health;
• certain and equitable outcomes for injured people;
• efficiency of the scheme (how much of the total payments are provided to support the injured
person); and
• affordability of premiums - noting that premiums cannot rise as a result of this process.
I believe CTP costs should be borne commensurate to the risk and cost to the insurer against the
insurance risk of the registration (or licence) class.··I do not believe thatthe current system treats
motorcyclists equitably in the charges applied again�t riders for CTP.
In August last year, I submitted a Freedom of Information request to the ACT government for
statistics on CTP incidents related to motorcycle riders as compared to the rest of the vehicle fleet.
The statistics they provided were only for the period 2013/14 to 2015/16 (two years) to protect prior
NRMA commercial data.
In this two year period there were 2301 successful CTP claims made - of these only five were the
result of a rider being at fault; 0.2% of the at-fault population.
Due to the (generally) solo nature of riding, the lower weight of the vehicle, the smaller size and
manoeuvrability of bikes and the fact that many riders will not ride in adverse conditions (eg. over
winter, or on windy, rainy or high heat days) the likelihood of a rider being at fault where a third
party is injured or killed is significantly lower than any other registered vehicle on the road, yet riders
continue to pay a high CTP cost. Additionally, riders of motorbikes with an engine capacity of 300
cubic centimetres {300cc) or larger pay the second highest registration costs in Australia, largely due
to CTP costs.
The cut-off engine capacity of 300cc for lower cost rego is both arbitrary and illogical. The legal limit
for learner and provisionally licenced riders is the 'LAMS' system that rates motorbikes on a power
to weight ratio. This would be a more sensible approach than a 300cc cut-off, which excludes larger
learner-legal bikes, but includes smaller super-sports bikes (which potentially carry significantly
higher risks).
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Greg Mcconville (UFU ACT) [Secretary@ufuact.as�u)
Friday, 29 September 2017 4:42 PM
YourSayonCTP
UFU Concerns on Compulsory Third Party Insurance

Dear Madam/ Sir
The United Firefighters' Union A.C.T Branch represents the industrial, professional and welfare interests of career firefighters
employed by ACT Fire and Rescue. Our members have a professional interest in compulsory third party insurance, insofar as
they perform road accident recues and provide medical assistance to those suffering road trauma. In addition, our members'
are frequent road users in travelling to and from work, and between work locations when required. This travel is carried out
almost exclusively by driving.
The UFU ACT is committed to ensuring that ACT motorists have the best compulsory third party (CTP) insurance scheme
possible.
However we are concerned that any overhaul of CTP in the ACT that moves towards a no fault scheme will reduce the
entitlements of innocent motor accident victims, as well as their legitimate right to access to lawyers, as has been the case in
other states.
Access to justice is a fundamental human right and a dispute resolution system does not fulfil its function unless it is accessible
by the people with the dispute and unless the users receive the help they need to prepare and present their position.
We have seen this in the work capacity decision review process in the workers compensation scheme, which shows how difficult
it can be if claimants to present their claims when legal assistance is not available.
It is important for the ACT Government to understand the ramifications of any proposal under which many innocent victims
would receive substantially less compensation than is currently available in order to subsidise the costs of the claims of
negligent parties.
It is important to understand that a no fault model can only be achieved by significantly reducing the current rights of innocent
victims and the UFU ACT is concerned that aspects of such a model could have significant adverse and unfair impacts on
innocent victims.
We will oppose in the strongest possible terms any measures that would lead to the cutting of benefits to injured motorists or
placing time limits on access to wage loss and treatment expenses. We would regard any such move as shifting responsibility
away from insurers to the public purse or the welfare net. This is not an acceptable outcome for any ACT CTP reform process.
The UFU ACT is also concerned that people in rural and regional areas are likely to be those who are the most disadvantaged by
any changes to the scheme. Proximity to medical health providers and access to emergency care and emergency treatment is
often more limited in rural and regional areas. Retraining opportunities and education facilities are also less accessible and
there are fewer employment and reemployment opportunities than in urban and city areas. Any changes to the CTP scheme
should not add to the already significant challenges faced by motor accident victims in regional areas.
We are also concerned that only limited material has been made available to the public in what is a complex matter, and that
which has been released is misleading and very much open to debate. We need a fair, transparent and thorough reform
process, in which we have an opportunity to come up with a quality scheme that delivers value for money for motorists.
Reform of the CTP scheme is a complex issue and rushed timelines and a lack of proper consultation will not deliver a scheme
that is fair for all. The ACT Government must ensure that there is informed and broad public debate and the opportunity for
expert scrutiny of the options it puts on the table.
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We note that as part of the ACT Government's proposed a "citizen jury" as part of decision making process. Whilst very little
information has been release about how this will work in practical terms, we are concern that current CTP claimants and their
families are to be excluded from this process.
Whilst we are committed to working constructively with Government to improve the ACT CTP scheme, the UFU ACT will
continue our advocacy in this area to ensuring that:

there is a fair and sustainable system of compensation under which injured people are entitled to
adequate benefits
injured people will have the practical means to pursue the benefits to which they are legitimately entitled
through reasonable access to legal advice or representation, and
the policy debate is reasoned, consultative and transparent and that the community is aware of the
consequences of the proposed reforms.
The UFU ACT will make itself available to the Stakeholder Reference Group or to the Citizens Jury if called upon to do so.
Sincerely

Greg Mcconville
Secretary
United Firefighters Union of Australia ACT Branch
PO Box 120
Dickson, ACT, 2602
secretary@ufuact.asn.au
ABN: 90 662 922 325
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Peter Hunter Tl1ird Party means just tllat, a third party, being the people in
tt,e otl1er car or your car. Not the driver.
And tile Nominal Defenclant covers people (us) from those who use our
roads witllout vel1icle registration and insurance (TPi). We had a valuable
employee at work, llis wife was tee boned by an unregistered,
unidentifiable ot11er vehicle and as no witness coufd identify the other
driver or car tlley were cfeniecl the nominal defendant payouts or medical
costs.
So the majors (incl NRMA) would !lave you drive an unregistered
uninsured vel1icle and get away wit11 it. Tllis needs to be the main area o
fix up tile mess.
Also now just need to align to non metro NSW costs.
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